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We help companies of all sizes unlock
their business potential by automating
complex and routine aspects of their
business while dramatically enhancing
the way they acquire and process
travel information.
The Spend Analysis App enables you
to have quick access to analysis and
visualizations, ensuring that you know
where every dollar of spend is going.
The Spend Analysis App consumes
iBank® data with booking information
from all of your GDS providers.
Armed with information about your
bookings, you can take actions
necessary for your business, from
negotiating rates at new hotels that
travelers are booking to identifying
new popular air routes.

TravelOptix®
Spend Analysis App™
BENEFITS OF SPEND ANALYSIS

Quick access
to data analysis

Insight into where
money is being spent

Make data driven,
intelligent business
decisions

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE

2+

300

Years of back
office data

150

Measures like sum,
average, min, and max

Raw dimensions
from iBank

75

Visualizations like
KPIs, bar charts, tables,
and line graphs

19

Sheets of collected
visualizations

READY TO LEARN HOW YOU LEVERAGE OUR SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR SUCCESS?
Join the more than 600 companies with more than $2 billion in travel spend that depend on us for the success of their travel program.
Learn more at www.ciswired.com and schedule a demo at ask@ciswired.com or +1 (812) 330-4361.

The Air Top Markets visualization
provides real-time data regarding the
most booked city pairs and destinations.
We provide the data using the true
origin and destination, ensuring you
have accurate information on the trips
travelers are booking.
Additionally we highlighted the most
booked carriers for those routes
enabling you to monitor spend on a
particular carrier.

The Hotel Suppliers visualizations
provide insight into multiple
dimensions of your hotel bookings,
from total spend by chain to total
spend by property.
A scatter plot diagram lets you quickly
identify any outliers and drive any
necessary actions according to your
business goals and program.
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